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UOP DEFEATS WASHINGTON STATE IN DISPLAY OF SKILL, GUTS

Upset Of The Year As Favored
Wash. State Cougers Bow To Tigers

1

By MOTORMOUTH ROBINSON

Twice-beaten, the University of the Pacific Tigers upset the
Washington State Cougars 13-12 in an intersectional football game
last Saturday night.
Washington State tried two field goals from close-in during
the fourth and final quarter in order to ward off their first defeat
of the year; but it was to no avail.
Pacific scored its first touch-"
down via a blocked field goal,
when Greg Stikes alertly picked
up the live ball and scored from
twelve yards out. The point af
ter attempt was blocked.
In the second quarter, Aaroh
Youngblood set up the final 13
points when he was set free on a
trap play and raced 80 yards for
Pacific's final touchdown. Bob
Scardina converted for 13-0.
Washington State scored twice
in the second quarter, once on a
nine yard pass from Dave Mathieson to Hugh Campbell and later
on in the period on George Reed's
t w e n t y - s e v e n y a r d r u n . B o t h Vol. 61, No. 9
UNIVERSITY
attempts for the two-point con
version were broken up by the
Pacific defense.
The second half was filled with
missed scoring opportunities for
both teams. The Cougars had a
43-yard touchdown run by Clar
ence Williams called back be
Pacific's nationally acclaimed
cause of a holding infraction. debate team left today for Stan
They also penetrated down to the ford and the season's first tourna
Tiger 12 yard line; but lost the ment. The teams will be debating
ball on downs.
this year's complex and demand
Pacific, however, in its best i n g t o p i c , " R e s o l v e d , T h a t t h e
drive of the night, lost the ball n o n - C o m m u n i s t n a t i o n s o f t h e
on the Cougar four yard line, world should establish an econ
when Jack Sparrow pitched out omic community." Additionally,
t o a n i n v i s i b l e p l a y e r a n d t h e the more experienced members of
C o u g a r s r e c o v e r e d t o e n d t h e the squad will be entered in ex
scoring threat.
temporaneous and impromptu
The final unsuccessful scoring
speaking.
play came in the fourth quarter
The tournament, which is spon
with five seconds remaining in sored by the Northern California
the game, when A1 Branco's field Forensics Association, has been
goal try just missed being good. won by Pacific for the past five
Earlier in the fourth period, years.
Branco missed a try from 10
BALANCED
yards out.
Despite the graduation of many
PASSES & PUNTS: Campbell,
of
the team's top members, Coach
sixth in the nation on pass re
ceiving, caught six passes for 83 Paul Winters is looking forward
yards including one Cougar to another winning season. He
touchdown. Coach John Rhode feels that although this year's
was quoted as saying the Cou team may be a bit weaker in sen
gar backs were the hardest run- ior strength than last year's, it
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 11)

Five-Year-Victorious
Debate Team Leaves
For Stanford Meet

PACIFIC FOOTBALL 1962

Tigers Are Big, Quick Experienced;
Ready And Eager To Meet Spartans
By JUD ROBINSON

Last year Coach John Rohde surprised a lot of people by
coming up with a winner in 1961, his first as head coach of the
T ^This year, 1962, started out with such predictions as this:
"Pacific's 'yea; of reorientation' is over. The big, fast Tigers are
ready to prowl for bigger game." In fact, ^e ove^l report for
the 1962 Season seemed favorable. In other words, the Tigers 1962
season as of now has been a tremendous success.
The 1962 Tigers appeared big,"*"
quick, and most important of all, Living Groups To Host"
experienced. With 23 returning Alumni Luncheons
lettermen, Coach Rohde has a
Graduates of UOP will be of
large amount of talent and depth
to pick from. His interior line is ficially welcomed to Homecoming
one of the biggest in the West. by their former living groups on
It includes from tackle to tackle, Saturday, November 3. The vari
t h r e e 2 4 0 p o u n d l i n e m e n , R o y ous living groups will sponsor
Williams, John Gamble, and Don luncheons and receptions in honor
Shackleford. With this kind of of their alumnae or alumni. Each
protection, the Tigers led b y graduate is urged by Homecom
John Alsup and Jack Sparrow ing officials to attend the lunch
have had no trouble in getting eon at his respective living
off the passes necessary to set g r o u p ; t h e t i m e a n d p l a c e f o r
u p t h e d e f e n s e f o r t h e q u i c k each of the events can be found
thrusts o f halfbacks Aaron on the calendar of events for
Homecoming weekend.
(Continued on Page 11)

Vanquish The Virus!
K.O. Polio again this Sun

UOP Alumni Students Share
Crowded Weekend Of Events

day by visiting your nearby

"Pacific Goes Broadway" is the theme for the 1962 Homecoming
festivities at the University of the Pacific, Saturday, November 3rd,
according to Norman C. Harris, general chairman.
and 7:00 p.m. for your SaPacific students will kick off the annual fall celebration Friday
evening with a special barbecue on Anderson Y lawn for students
bin Sugar Lump.
and alumni, followed by a rally at the Conservatory, in the guise
^of a Broadway spectacular when
the 1962 Homecoming Queen will
be singled out from her court. To
conclude the evening, the Pacific
band will lead the rally audience
to the traditional freshman bon
fire on the levee.
Saturday's big parade down
Pacific Avenue will begin at 10
a.m. with a running commentary
on the floats and marching bands
given over the campus radio sta
tion, KCVN. A special prize will
be awarded for the most out
standing comic act, according to
parade co-chairmen Art Mowry
and Sally Byers.
A full day of activities for
OF THE PACIFIC, Stockton 4, California
Nov. 2, 1962 alumni includes the annual
alumni luncheon in Anderson Din
ing Hall at 12:30 p.m. when Dr.
Robert E. Burns, president of
Pacific, will be the guest speaker.
Tours of Raymond College, the
first of the cluster colleges to be
established on the university cam
pus, will be conducted from 2 to
4 p.m.
Reunions for sororities and
fraternities are scheduled for
noon. Covell Hall alumni will
meet at 2:30 p.m. in Covell Hall,
and from 3 to 4 p.m. band mem
bers will get together with Har
old A. "Pop" Heisinger for their
annual rehearsal.
Eight class reunions, under the
general chairmanship o f Mrs.
Walter M. Genuit, will begin at
4:30 p.m. Planning the 40th anni
versary get-together for the class
of 1922, the last graduating class
before Pacific's move from San
Jose to Stockton, are Mr. Warren
Telfer of San Francisco, and Mr.
(Continued on Page 4)

school between 11:00 a.m.

HOMECOMING QUEEN

Senate Meeting

New V.P. Elected
Wanda Gates In Office
The PSA Senate Executive
Committee announced at Wednes
day night's meeting that W a n d a
Gates will succeed Ginny Kahle
as PSA Vice-President. Wanda
will not officially take office
when Ginny graduates in Janu
ary but will work with her during
this semester.
Dean Betz said that the long
Homecoming Queen photos by Chris Petersen desired traffic light for Pacific
Avenue has at last become a re
ality. It will be at Knowles Way
and will be pedestrian operated.
The installation at this point will
necessitate several landscape al
terations including the relocation
of the Memorial Gate and t h e
planting of a thorny hedge.
Freshman Class President Jim
McDonald outlined plans for the
freshman bonfire: it will be held
Karla Bailey, 1962 Homecomings •'
tonight and will be modified to
Queen, will rule the weekend with
eliminate any repetition of last
the grace and beauty which has
year's flaming protests.
won her recognition on the Pa
Roger Randall, Chairman of the
Dr. Kenneth I. Brown, the re
cific campus. The pretty blonde,
Academics Standards Committee,
cent
Executive
Secretary
of
the
blue-eyed Theta is a sophomore
Danforth Fellowship, will be the reported on his group's progress.
elementary education major from
Convocation speaker for Thurs They will concentrate on possi
bility of evaluation of the faculty
Burbank, California.
day, November 8.
by the students, a study of t h e
Dr.
Brown,
former
President
of
Karla hopes to teach the
use of student fees for "peripher
fourth grade following gradua Hiram College and Dennison Uni al" projects, and an investigation
versity,
retired
last
year,
after
tion from Pacific. She enjoys
of the expansion of classroom
swimming and is an accomplished which he and his wife traveled and laboratory facilities.
extensively
throughout
Africa.
seamstress.

Theta Karla Bailey Reigns
Over Weekend Festivities
With Grace, Beauty, Charm

Danforth Lecturer To
Be On Pacific Campus
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-JEANNE COCK ItUN
Covell Hall

BARBARA FRANKS
McConchie Hall

U.S. Foreign Policy Conference;
State Department Official Speaks

LINDA HOFFMAN
Manor Hall

Covell Housemother
Tour Representative

LEE KNIGHT
Delta Delta Delta

JIL LAMM
Delta Gamma

Writer Challenges Dr. Ramsay's
Counteropinion Of Cuban Crisis

Mrs. Edith S. Adkins, a house
mother at Covell Hall, for the
Dr. O. Bertrand Ramsay, chemistry professor at Pacific
v.fifth consecutive year, has been
to the editor this week pointed out an error
appointed campus representative
of Howard Tours, an educational- and form of a story. He was indisputably correct.
However, Dr. Ramsay went on to take issue with
•social affiliated with the Univer
expressed in the article. Here he began to tread on somewhat 1^
sity of Hawaii.
The tour combines study and sure ground. As author of the offending article, I would like t<
social life in a fifty-six day pro take issue with Dr. Ramsay.
First, he said that he fails to'
Polic^To°HPeninif session's t0Pic wil1 be "What is American Foreign gram open to college girls all
Policy Today: Basic Assumptions and Policy." Dr. Warren B Mar over the country. The girls live see how the "unilateral" action ing that everything we do in on
tin will preside. Mr. Wesly C. Harrison, N. S. Dept. of State'Chief in dormitories on the Hawaii cam indicates any sort of ascendancy. interest is good, but it so happen:
of Mission and Consul General, Taipei, Formosa, will deliver the pus, and must register for one Whether the action was unilater that the destiny of the free work
main speech.
course of no less than three al, bilateral, or multilateral is ir i s i n e x t r i c a b l y i n t e r t w i n e d w i t I
The main purpose of the open-*
credit hours or two courses with relevant to the question at hand. that of the UJS.; therefore, ai
ing session will be to (1) provide
one credit hour each. These are In addition, the action is praise action in our interest is, in effect
an official description of U.S. For L e t t e r s . . .
worthy because it is one of the in the interest of many others
prerequisites of the tour.
eign Policy, (2)' to understand the
few times that the U.S. has acted Furthermore, while it can be heh
To the Editor:
ITINERARY
basic assumptions guiding t h a t
instead of reacted, has taken the
"With regard to the article of
The tour includes a roundtrip initiative instead of the "dirty end that Cuba has the right to enac<
policy and (3) to understand a s last week (Oct. 26, 1962) titled
any domestic policy , it wishes
clearly as possible the actual ex 'Strong Cuban Stand Signals U.S. jet flight from the West Coast to of the stick." The move was tar when these policies appear mor<
ecution of the assumptions 1 n Ascendancy', I feel it is quite Hawaii, campus residence, and a dy, but because of the fortuitous and more to be Moscow-inspirec
present policies. That is, how we improper to relegate an editorial diversified itinerary of dinners, Red Chinese invasion of India, the and directed and become increas
are "officially" viewing the world opinion to the position of a news parties, shows, cruises, beach ac action becomes doubly effective. ingly aggressive and bellicose
situation and what we are doing item. As a news item it is not a tivities, and cultural entertain
For once in the sorry history of
ment. Sightseeing includes tours the cold war, the U.S. was acting the U.S. has not only the right
about it
statement of fact as regards the
of the island of Oahu, Pearl Har from a position of strength in but the responsibility to act. The
Dr. Fred Warner weal, Profes title and the last sentence.
bor, the king's palace, a pineap stead of weakness. A certain ICBMs were just too much. It is,
sor of International Relations and
As to the opinion expressed by
indeed, very desirable to look at
Government, Claremont Gradu the article, I do not see how the ple factory, Punchbowl, Mt. Tan newscaster said that the event the situation objectively and to
talus,
and
the
Pali.
Catamaran,
ate School, and Dr. Gerald E. unilateral quarantine action by
was of great historical signifi say yes, but we have missiles in
Hill, Physics Dept., The Rand the U.S. gives us any reason to outrigger canoe, and barkentine cance and that the only analogy Turkey—so what's the differCorporation, will speak after Mr. believe that this country is on rides on Waikiki .Beach are only a he could think of was Napoleon's ehce? However, one should re
Harrison. They will present two any sort of ascendancy. The ac few of the beach activities.
disastrous invasion of Russia (in member which side one is on.
contrasting points of view on al t i o n w o u l d a p p e a r t o h a v e b e e n
that Khrushchev had overextend
Next, Dr. Ramsay makes the
ternative assumptions on how to motivated to a considerable ex spot check is, of course, mine. In ed himself and lived to regret it).
point that we have opposed Dr.
view the present world situation tent by our own self-interest; the behalf of the Pacific Weekly let
Dr. Ramsay says next that the Castro, not because of the mili
and related policy goals. Open Soviet Union's shipment of mis me thank you for your very apt action was motivated by self-in
—Ed terest. Obviously. I am not say tary threat, but because we no
discussion will follow this and all siles being the immediate pretext and observant criticism.
(Continued on Page 12)
of the speeches. With a more or to take on action which we could
less theoretical understanding of not find support for previously.
American Foreign Policy, the dis Since the Cuban revolution we
cussion will be ready for Satur have consistently tried to crush
day's meeting.
the Castro government, not be
The conference leaders realize cause they posed a military
that U. S. Foreign Policy cannot t h r e a t , b u t b e c a u s e t h e y h a d
be discussed without reference to challenged our traditional influ
specific 'problem areas'. The two ence in their affairs. The ques
areas to be emphasized will be tion not asked in this crisis is if
the Soviet Union and Latin Amer the missiles are removed f r om
ica. Discussion on the Soviet Un Cuba, will we be content to co
ion will stress a dispassionate re exist with a pro-communistic gov
flection on the kind of society it is ernment so near?"
internally and its behavior inter
— O. Bertrand Ramsay
nationally. Discussion on Latin Dear Dr. Ramsay,
America will accentuate the prob You are absolutely correct re
lem of underdeveloped nations garding your opinion that an ed
a n d t h e v i v i d i l l u s t r a t i o n L a t i n itorialized story should not appear
America gives of the world econ in the form of a "straight" news
omic situation.
item. The byline of the "Strong
The topic for the Saturday Cuban Stand" article (Herb
morning session will be "T h e Bolz) was lost Somewhere be
Soviet Union and International tween the Weekly office and the
Communism: Toward World Con printer's. Responsibility for not
quest or International Competi catching this error in the final
tor?" Professor Malcolm Eislen
will preside. Mr. William Mandel, The topic for the afternoon
SALE NOV. 2 - 16
Soviet Specialist; Dr. Marshall meeting will be "Latin America:
Windmiller, Assistant Professor Rising Expectations and Ameri
of International Relations, S.F. can Priorities." Mr. Ben Seaver
State College; and Dr. Donald of the American Friends Society
Brandon, Assoc. Prof, of Political will preside. Dr. Walter Payne,
S c i e n c e , U . o f S . F . w i l l b e t h e assoc. prof, of history and Interspeakers.
On Campus Serving You
(Continued on Page 12)
"American Foreign Policy in a Revolutionary World" titles
a large open conference to be held November 9 and 10 on the UOP
campus. The conference will focus on fundamental issues of AmeriThe iTse
° 4ln ?'ation to hvo important 'conflict' areas:
i tie L.&.S.B, and Latin
America.
Approximateiy eleven speakers, including a representative of
t.
the U.S. State Department and scholars from different parts of the
country, will address the conference.

AJ

sale
hundreds of
imported

reproductions

ready for framing
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JUDY PEART
Farley House

MARILYN PRESTON
Gamma Phi Beta

DONNA REINECKE
Quad G

KARIN RIGOR
Quad D

SUE ROGERS
Alpha Chi Omega

TEN BEAUTIES COMPOSE QUEENS COURT
Delta Gamma To Hold 'Mum's The Word!'
"Mum's the word" tomorrow!
'Shipwreck' Dance

"Y" Opposes Francis Amendment:
Prop. 24 Unconstitutional, "Valueless"

Spurs will be selling chrysanthe
mums all day Saturday u n t i l
game time. The price will be 75c
The Cabinet of the University of the Pacific YMCA-YWCA on
and the money will be used for Tuesday, October 30 at a special meeting passed by a vote of 15-0
the Spur service fund. By coinci out of 15 cabinet members, the following resolution:
dence the national flower of the
We, the members of the Cabinet of the University of the Pacific
Spurs is also the chrysanthemum. YMCA-YWCA while not normally taking official positions on politi
cal issues, feel impelled to speak out against state proposition 24,
nautical theme, the dress will be also known as the Louis Francis Amendment.
sailor costumes.
This measure has such vasft
'
potentialities for confusion, hys absentia, without right to appeal.
teria and strife and such far- Furthermore, every member of
reaching ramifications inimical to any organization so damned will
freedom of speech that we feel feel the stringent penalties enu
Self-Service, Coin Operated
that we would be grossly neglect merated in the measure. This is
Dry Cleaning in New Norge Machines
ing our responsibility as students a clear violation of due process of
ONLY $2.00 FOR A FULL LOAD
and as citizens if we did not op law as written in the first and
pose its enactment. The specific fifth amendments to the U. S.
A consultant is always on hand to help you
points that can be made against Constitution.
- DO YOUR WASHING TOO this proposal are legion; for the
Second, this amendment would
sale of brevity 4 main points shall
use coercion in the form of econ
be set forth.
omic threats to individuals and
First, this amendment would al
organizations. This is contrary^ to
850 Benjamin Holt Dr.
Open 9:00 to 9:00 Every Day
low the State Attorney General,
the spirit of democracy.
any of fifty-eight grand juries,
Third, this amendment would
any superior court, any appellate
court, and any of certain federal shift the burden of proof in loy
WEEKENDING? GOING HOME? VACATIONING?
agencies to declare any organiza alty questions from the govern
FOR RESERVATIONS (and we'll GLADLY DELIVER tion communist or subversive. All ment to the individual. This prop
the tickets TO YOU) just call
t h i s c a n b e d o n e i n t h e s t a r osition pre-supposes' that the citi
chamber
manner—in secret ses zen is disloyal and would make it
HO 6-3491
sion, with the accused group in necessary for thousands of loyal
"Shipwreck," Delta Gamma's
traditional fall house dance, will
be held this year on Friday, No
vember 9, from 9-1, at the Stock
ton Rod and Gun Club. Caroline
Archer, Su Su Hockman, a n d
Kristi Brostrom, joint chairmen,
report that the new Delta Gamma
"Anchor Man" will be announced
at the dance. In keeping with the

SAVE 75% ON DRY CLEANING

NORGE

REID
TRAVEL
ASSOCIATES
408 EAST MINER AVENUE

•

By DIANA COLBY

November 6, election day, may
mark another victory for apathy
and misunderstanding. A n im
portant proposition, No. 13, vitally
relevant to UOP, is up for vote.
Proposition 13 proposes the
removal of the present constitu
tional ceiling of 100 acres on non
taxable educational property. This
proposition directly affects UOP
as we now cover 105 acres, 100 of
which is exempt, and now all ad
ditional purchases will be taxable,
thus making it necessary to ex
tract money from our educational
program.
State institutions do not pay
taxes and Stanford received spe
cial exemption at its founding.
Other institutions under this law
are also seeking equitable treat
ment.
Californians to prove themselves
in an odious test of loyalty.
Fourth, our present laws have
proven quite capable of providing
punishment for criminal acts and
for keeping dangerous subver
sives out of our government.
Since this amendment adds noth
ing new to the present laws to
make them more effective, we
feel it is valueless.
beat

2019 Pacific Ave.

GROUND FLOOR MEDICO-DENTAL BLDG.

"lite

Beat
San Jose State
and
Welcome
Grads

Aittin- Needle
Stockton's only Exclusive Yam & Knit Shop

286

Proposition 13 Is Vital
To Pacific Students

LINCOLN

CENTER

SELECT YARNS by

Bernat
Reynolds
Spinnerin

Pauline Denham
Instruction, blocking, assembling
and charting
Petticoats with two legs: from our fast-paced nylon collection
that keeps up with modern life . . . sliding in and out of sports
cars with lady-like modesty; looking trim in lined slim skirts;
feeling secure despite high winds. Nylon lace-trimmed petti pants in solid colors, flower-prints.
From 4.00

1603 PACIFIC AVE.
HO 3-4952

i.
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Weekend Of Events

Chisholm Speaks At Convocatior
(Continued from Page 1)
Senate Squelches Student Body;
Erford McAllister, San Mateo.
Responsibilities In An Atomic Era
alumni planning reunions
Nixes Representation Amendment forOther
their classes are Mr. Marlitt
"The ability to question old ideas and to form new on
Stark of San Jose, 1927; Mr. Wil determine the future of the human race." This statement
Signed By Over 500 Students liam Morris of Stockton, 1932; last Thursday's Convocation speech titled "New Responsible

6S V

By JAY TURNER
October 24 the P.S.A. Senate held one of its bi-weekly
meetings. It defeated an amendment which had been signed
by over five hundred students.
\

The basis and need for the defeated amendment is simple:
students wish more effective representation in the Senate.
Before this year, the apathy of the student body concerning
the Senates activities was pronounced. It is unfortunate that
the members of the Senate defeated such a measure, at a time
when the students had at last become so interested in their
legislative body.
Apathy surrounds class unity; apathy'does "not make
government effective. The class officers are those who are
closest to their constituents, at present. Yet, who can really
feel a class, as a unit, has unique problems. Class unity is a
myth on this campus. Therefore, the only problem a class may
have is that it is not a unit. Class representation is ineffective
because it has a disinterested group to represent.
There are groups of interested individuals on campus.
They are found in the living groups. A fraternity a sorority,
or a dormitory is a group of individuals with a common prob
lem. These are the groups that wished representation on the
Senate.
Some ask, "Would living group and class representation
become too involved?" Yes, it COULD become cumbersome.
But it could become so only with an apathetic student body.
Five hundred signatures does not denote apathy. Recognizing
this new awakening of political interest, the Senate should
realize that this enthusiasm could be short lived It is the
Senate's duty to perpetuate this interest in student government

FESTIVAL

ART THEATRE
Students $1.00

there has
never been
anything
** "THE
APARTMENT"

love-wise,
laugh-wise
or otherwisewise!

Speech Correction Club To
Visit Cerebral Palsy School
The Speech Correction Club is
taking a field trip to the Cerebral
Palsy school in San Francisco on
Friday, November 9th. All those
interested must bring $3.50 to
Christ Abel at Covell Hall.
san

Mr. Frank Nash of Stockton, was made by Dr. Brock Chisholm, Canadian psychiatrist.
1937; Mr. Tom Ferrari of S a n
"We have not been able to give up old responsibilities"
Francisco and Mr. Ed Fay, Stock
Dr. Chisholm, "And. there have been added new responsibiliti S'
ton, 1942; Mr. Carroll Doty of which we have to deal." These are new because the world i 0S W
s
Stockton, 1947; Mr. Roger Wickkind of place. One of these responsibilities is that of sn4"'
man of Modesto, 1952; and Mr.
Survival in itself is not new but there are many recent aspect t
Bill Beck of Gait, 1957.
Our ancestors, he said, were concerned with the survival nf
A no-host alumni dinner for own group.
those not attending class reun
SURVIVAL GROUPS
*
ions, is planned for 5:30 p.m. in
Dr.
Chisholm
went
on
to
ex
Anderson Dining Hall.
Faculty Dames P|an
plain that these survival groups
A special afternoon feature will progressed through family, clan, Dinner, Theater PQrh
be autographed copies of Dr. tribal, and national stages. "In
Rockwell Hunt's latest book, per some of these units," he ex At Pacific Playbox
There will be a smorgashnr
sonal Sketches of California Pio plained, "any concern for 'out
neers I Have Known. Guests and side' persons was considered dis for all "Faculty Dames" and h
alumni will be able to meet Dr. loyal." The nation, he said, is the bands November 7, at 6:30 r,
in Anderson Lecture Hall F
Hunt from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in present survival unit.
lowing this at 8:30 p.m.
the Gold Room of Anderson Hall.
"This whole system has de will be a special preview of "a'
A special alumni section has pended on the ability of a group You Like It" at the Pi .:
aybo
been reserved for the football to defend itself against attack.
There are only 100 seats in th(
game between the Pacific Tigers Fifteen years ago a new era of
theatre, so those making reserva
and their traditional rivals, the survival began when no nation
ti°ns first, will be able to see the
San Jose Spartans, in Pacific could defend itself against at play.
Memorial Stadium at 8 p.m.
tack."
"Faculty Dames" is a social
The Pacific Alumni Club o f TRAINED ANIMALS
organization for faculty wives
Stockton will be host at t h e
"As a result of this new era," and mothers of faculty members,
Homecoming Ball at the Stockton he continued, "we have to form According to Mrs. Samuel Meyer,
G o l f a n d C o u n t r y C l u b . P e t e new ideas of survival. As an ex president, it is an organization to
Tommy Tiger" Davanis and his ample of this necessity, Dr. Chis provide an opportunity for the
b a n d w i l l f u r n i s h t h e d a n c e h o l m w e n t o n t o d e s c r i b e h o w wives and mothers of faculty
music.
animals can be trained to think members to get acquainted. This
of certain acts as being virtuous. year's program theme is "Ex
Robert Harris To Give When the system is reversed and ploring the Arts." The December
they are punished for these same program will be on music; Janu
Conservatory Recital acts
and rewarded for new acts, ary s program will be contempor
Robert Harris, baritone, will the animals experience several ary poetry. The program in Feb
present a recital November 6, in different types of reaction. Some ruary will be a jazz presentation.
the Pacific Conservatory at 8:15 animals will continue being "vir March's program is about Tradi
pm. According to Mr. Oliver, Bob's tuous" even though they are pun tions of the Dance.
voice instructor, this is the first ished. Some are afraid to try
time a junior has presented a either the old or new ideas and
full concert on his own.
retreat from reality. Others will
Tape Recorders
Bob's previous performances become highly offensive. Some
include the baritone lead in last, will try
^ the new ideas but will
„UI do
Transistor Radios
uu
year's opera and a solo part in so haphazardly. These, he added
i_
. . .
..
. .
Stereo Phonographs
Verdi's
"Requiem"
are kinds of human behavior
when humans have lost their ori
TERMS OF COURSE
entation. Many forms of life have
san
disappeared because they could
not adjust to new ideas and con
ditions.
SURVIVAL UNIT
Dr. Chisholm ended his speech
by stating that In reality the sur
vival unit is now the human race
in total. The time has gone, he
said, when one group can survive
at the expense of another.

0OOOQ

Welcome Alumni and Parents
STOP RT THE Effl) ZONE
FOR A REFRESHING LIFT
ON CAMPUS

—

NOW

PLAY ING

William Holden

"STALAG 17"

Jack Lenunon
Shirley MacLaine
Fred MacMurray
tftrv IMTCO UWI
IroyDonahue-kgieMmii
RmoBidui'SimePlesliet®
Mnn

_ mOMt «
Mdwmturs'
TECHNICOLOR* bsrhje, WARNER BROS. H

EUROPE
Before you go discover this
low-cost unregimenfed tour.

PLUS

Frank Sinatra

'The Joker Is Wild'
STARTS SUNDAY

AND
INTRODUCING

The Best of Enemies
TECHNICOLOR ® TECHNIRAMA®

PLUS

Unless a conventional local
tour is a <(. it,' write to:

Exquisite, brilliant)
unusual in form. Oval
Elegance is the out
standing diamond yon
will want for your giftThese two .
diamonds art
identical in
carat weightl

THE APARTMENT 8:56
ROME ADVENTURE 7:00 & 11:07
Sunday Matinee Continuous from
THE APARTMENT 1:00, 4:50, 8-56
ROME ADVENTURE 2:56, 7:00, 11:07

EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
255-B3 Sequoia

Pasadena, Calif.

fllPVCn c;rnEENa
I
H0WAKU d-67271

on Pacific Ave.
STUDENT PRICE 1.00

lift

—Jewelers since 1876—

ARTHUR GLICK

207 East Weber

StockW"
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— Homecoming Section —

Fire Dance, Nostalgia
Feature Attractions At
Half-time Show

ywwuwvWWWIMWWVWYWbJVUWWiWWVWWWVV;

' HOMECOMING
SCHEDULE

The Homecoming activities at |
halftime this week will honor the
school and the visiting Alumni.
The Bengal Band will make a pre- j
coming section. It has any and all infor
cision entrance and then will do a
F R I D A Y , November 2
formation of lights to honor the
mation you'll need for obtaining full
Grads as they spell out the words
1) BARBECUE-5:30 p.m.
"Hi Grads".
Anderson Lawn
benefits from the gala weekend ahead.
The classes of the 30's will be
Entire campus
featured as the band then plays
"Stairway
to
the
Stars".
The
classInformal dress
Pull it out, fold it up, and carry it with
' es of the 20's will be featured
along with the Pacific song girls
2) HOMECOMING RALLY
you in your pocket or purse.
|as the band plays "Kids".
8:00 p.m.
Proposition 13 will then be fea- j
|tured as the band forms a big 13
Conservatory
and plays "Don't Fence Me In
Special SURPRISE
Pacific Tiger Girl, Vickii OrteQueen announced
gren, will be featured as the band j
forms a heart and plays "Polyne
Campus talent show
sian Fire Chant" and Vickii twirls
Pacific Band and Dancers
Thirty-eight football seasons have passed since the first Frosh fire batons. The heart will be in
multi-colored
lights.
Bonfire was set ablaze on the Pacific Campus. The aiuiual Bonfire
The half-time show will come to
S A T U R D A Y , November 3
tradition had been carried out in the same way every year until
recently. According to the Freshman President, Jim McDonald, a finale as the band plays "Till the
1) FLOAT PARADE-10:00 a.m.
"it has been only in the past few football seasons that the original End of Time" in honor of the grad
uates
who
will
return
to
Pacific
Bonfire tradition has changed. Before this change the Bonfire had
Pacific Avenue
"till the end of time".
to be defended only against students of the rival school."
Prizes announced
A few years ago the Frosh"!
2) RAYMOND OPEN HOUSEclass stood ready to defend its
creation against the Homecoming
2:00-4:00 p.m.
rival. To the dismay of our more
Refreshments
sporting students, no one showed
up to attack the Bonfire. Some
FOOTBALL GAME-8:00 p.m.
thing had to be done and it was.
Pacific
Memorial Stadium
A group of UOP students at
tacked the fire and managed to
Tigers vs. Spartans
burn it to the ground. The burn
Queen's Parade
ing occurred on Thursday night
Fireworks, celebrities
and Stockton Fire Department
officials refused to allow the
Tigers WILL W I N
building of another fire for Fri
day's rally. Thus UOP students
4) HOMECOMING BALLwere denied a bonfire at t h e
11:00 p.m. - 2 : 0 0 a.m.
Homecoming rally. Since t h a t
Stockton Country Club
time the Bonfire has been a
matter of intracampus rivalry
Hosts Alumni Club of Stockton
rather than its original interMWA\V.VAVW.W.\W.WWAWV.W
school rivalry.
The use of defense measures
that were unique to the girls' |
such as barbed wire has made
ART STUDENTS!
living groups.
Bonfire activities dangerous in
some instances. According to the
But regardless of these prob
Frosh President, his class will
lems the floats turn out better
Tommy and Tammy Tiger "turn tail"-ward as last year's Fresh each year, and after all what does
defend the fire without the use of
such dangerous devices but there man Bonfire lights the levee and warms the chill night air after it matter if you flunk a class or
will be defensive measures. "The the Homecoming Rally.
two if your living group could
m s l e r n l t y loshiomt
administration," says Jim, "ap
win first place in the parade.
parently feels that it cannot con
A complete selection of
done the use of even harmless
defenses, but evidently it will not
beat
stop the use of these measures if
Open Monday Nights
the students are having fun and
By VICKII ORTEGREN
no one is being injured. T h e
233 Dorris Place
HO 5-8503
Freshman class is going out to
jo«e
•I broke my best nail . . . Pass the crepe paper . . Stop, you're
Just Off Pacific Ave.
the Bonfire with the idea of de sawing my hand ... So what if I go to the dance with callouses . .
fending it against San Jose State Never thought I'd be a carpenter . . . Hey, who's the chick by the
but we realize that other groups
chicken wire? . • "
might be attacking the fire."
No these aren't the words from a musical comedy or comments
The first Bonfire was built for at the dining halls but these are the cries heard by the living groups
the Pacific Homecoming g a m e
as they work on their floats for homecoming.
with the Davis "Cal Aggies" in
1924. Five saboteurs from the •CHOOSING A THEME
We are still catering to
The construction of the floats
Davis campus arrived here two
Most living groups started work brought many problems to the
nights before the game and man
COP Grads and U O P Undergrads
about 3 weeks ago with the se groups. Finding a locatiop was
aged to burn half of "the Cal
one of the biggest. Students
lection
of
a
theme.
Everyone,
of
(Limited credit and check coshing available)
Aggie funeral pyre." Two of
wondered, "Shall we build it in
these young men were taken course, was given a chance to the dining room and eat on the
prisoner by the Freshman class, suggest a title, but true to the lawn or shall we build it in our
We are proud of our complete stock
Their heads were shaved and they democratic style the night before housemothers' apartments?" Of
the
officers
searched
their
brains
were taken to the police station
of VITAMINS, DRUGS, COSMETICS,
Of course j course building it inside meant a
to be fingerprinted and photo and came up with one
fairly
small
float
so
it
will
fit
SICK ROOM SUPPLIES AND EMERGENCY NEEDS
graphed. The fingerprints and other members did contribute through the doors or else the liv
photos were placed in Pacific such things as, "Bali Hai in Fruit ing group must be willing to
files. A ball and chain was at Pickin' Stockton" and "The Mir sacrifice a wall to the cause.
— Thanks For Your Friendship and Patronage —
tached to the legs of the Davis acle Worker Comes to Pacific
GIRLS' PROBLEMS
men and they were displayed be Memorial Stadium.
f o r e t h e s t u d e n t b o d y a t t h e SHOP LIFTING?
The girls l i v i n g g r o u p s w e r e ;
Homecoming Rally. Apparently
But nevertheless a theme was presented with a very unusual
the presence of these captives decided and the next step was to problem and it was one of learn"
_ FREE DELIVERY added a great deal to the al get supplies. Most groups head- ing to be a handyman. Did >o
H 0 v**56
2218 Pacific at Pine
ready high spirit of Pacific stu ed for the stores and asked for ever see a girl try to cut chicken
Hours:
9
a.m.
to
8
p.m.
—
Sun.
10
to
5
dents. After their "ordeal" the donations then they tried shop wire with a saw. or hammer
Davis students were asked to lifting and finally they broke into nail into the board and then find
STUDENT BODY CARD GOOD FOR LIMITED CREDIT
spend the night at Pacific but heir treasuries'and bought the the board was hammered to the
s
these are the things I V.
preferred returning to their own their treasuries a
equipment.
Iwa"
campus.

Here is your special 4-page Home

Frosh Bonfire Long A Tradition;
Thirty-eight Years Of Rivalry

Float Construction Brings Callouses,
Girls Suddenly Become Carpenters

ART SMOCKS

WELCOME BACK GRADS

(licei.

AVENUE DRUGS
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THE TIGERS
10 Howie Campbell
12 Don Stagnaro
15 Jack Sparrow*
14 John Alsup
20 Allen Ford
21 Duane Isetti
23 Leroy Harris
24 Mike Hair
25 Roger Francis
30 Cameron Doyel
32 Bill Kutzer*
35 Lionel Sequeirra*
39 Jay Olson
42 Chris Machado
43 Ismael Verdozco
44 Aaron Youngblood*
45 Larry Leitch*
47 Greg Stikes
50 Roger Higdon
52 Paul Latzke
54 Mark Noonan
55 Ray Raffo
60 Bob Scardina
61 Steve Hinkle
62 Tim Miller
63 Mike Porter
64 Terry Marsh burn
65 Dan Silva
66 John Gamble*
67 Ross Shoemaker
68 Dick Heidelbach
70 Don Shackelford
71 Steve Olds
72 Wally Busch
75 Pat Mulloy
77 Dave Pett
78 Roy Williams*
80 Jim Henderson
82 Ted Watkins
83 Johnny Rodgers
84 Bill Sandeman
86 Buck Del Nero
87 Mike Smith
88 Rick Gordon
Underline indicates starting player

THE SPARTANS

qb 186 Great Falls, Montana
qb 190 Stockton
qb 180 North Hollywood
qb 190 Novato
qb 170 Regina, Canada
Ih 170 Stockton
rh 180 Grand Junction, Colo.
rh 194 Alamo
qb 176 Sonora
rh 180 Reedley
fb 198 San Carlos
fb 230 Newman
fb 200 Patterson
rh 185 Salinas
rh 175 Pittsburg
rh 178 Los Angeles
lh 185 San Francisco
Ih 180 Burlingame
c 225 Stockton
c 215 Gilroy
c 220 Petaluma
c 225 San Rafael
Ig 205 San Jose
lg 215 Northridge
rg 180 Linden
rg 205 Salinas
rg 210 San Luis Obispo
Ig 210 Los Banos
rg 240 Greenville, S. Carolina
lg 195 Los Angeles
lg 210 Tracy
It 240 Tulare
""it 220 Burlingame
It 225 Walnut Creek
rt 240 Piedmont
rt 236 Taft
rt 255 Pasco, Washington
re 200 Walnut Creek
le 205 Modesto
le 195 Antioch
le 210 Stockton
re 205 Tracy
re 225 San Mateo
le 200 San Jose

11 Dave Bonillas
12 Kent Evans
14 Bob Kane
15 Rand Carter
21 Pete Demos
22 Larry Doss
23 Dell Oleson
24 Bill Goldsborough
25 Cass Jackson
31 Jerry Bonetto
32 Johnny Johnson
33 Vince Darone
34 Herb Engel
35 Mike Miller
41 Tom Doslak
42 Walter Roberts
43 Bob Patterson
44 Jerry CoIIetto
45 Mike Nichols
51 Dan Libarle
52 Rodney Thomas
53 Mike Devine
54 Steve Mumma
55 Dan Wilsley
60 Harry Tura
62 Cecil Lincoln
64 Bob Bass
65 Ray Lychak
68 Les Davis
69 Ron McBride
70 Don Anderson
72 Walt Firstbrook
74 Jerry Ludy
75 Larry Hansen
79 Joe Gibbons
80 Jim Cadile
81 Ron DeMonner
82 Bill Holland
83 Charles Elder
85 A1 Kaumeheiwa
86 Dave Johnson
87 Anthoney Machutes
88 George McFarland
89 Greg Rocha

"Indicates Player of the Week

qb 175 Salinas
qb 185 Alamo
qb 180 Burlingame
qb 185 Santa Monica
hb 191 Danville
"
hb 170 San Jose
hb 165 W. Los Angeles
hb 180 Santa Monica
' hb 175 San Jose
fb 190 Los Angeles
fb 182 Los Angeles
fb 190 Pittsburgh
fb -187 Fort Bragg
fb 215 Milwaukee, Wise.
hb 205 Chicago, 111.
rh 160 Compton
hb 190 Castro Valley
hb 160 Monterey
e 186 Palo Alto
c 209 Petaluma
c 248 Whiteville, Tenn.
c 195 Redwood City
c 191 Arbuckle
fb 170 Pico Rivera
fb 190 Martinez
l? 213 Stockton
g 232 Honolulu, Hawaii
g 230 San Jose
g 190 Santa Paula
g 205 South Gate
t 240 Salinas
t 230 San Francisco
( 210 EI Sobrante
t 203 Havward
t 220 Denver, Colo.
195 Gilroy
e
e 195 Martinez
220 Campbell
e
re 205 Gilrov
hh 200 Maui, Hawaii
le 185 Long Beach
e 215 Sayre, Penna.
e 205 Newport Beach
1% San Jose
e

—

—

Underline indicates starting player

The Name And The Date Are The Same;
Homecoming, Nov. 3-4; But It's 1924
The long-awaited Homecoming Weekend has arrived. As u
prepare for the excitement of the many tradition-filled events whic
he ahead it would perhaps be well to look back at another Horn,
coming Weekend. The dates were the same — Nov'. 34, but th
year was 1924. It was the first Homecoming Weekend ever to b
held in Stockton.
The purpose for Homecoming,
declared Dr. Tully C. Knoles, our also honored Pacific with his
president at the time, was t o presence on this occasion.
tinite members of the alumni with ,
The football game against the
the spirit of the new campus, and
to strengthen the bond of unity Cal Aggies proved to be a proud,
Tigers look helplessly on as San Jose wins last year's Homecoming game by three
Bengal Tiger's way of dedicating
between the campus and the citi
painful points (29-26).
our
new
stadium.
We
beat
the
zens of central California.
Aggies 17-14 that day. And so
Many of the same events to be ended the first homecoming at Jose State is approximately ten
held that year are the same as are Pacific.
time as large a school as Uni
held today. A bonfire, prepared
versity of the Pacific. Wonder if
by the freshmen, nearly turned
they'll be ten times better? Or
out to be a disaster. Several stu
ten times louder? Or ten times as
dents from the University of Cali
spirited?
fornia at Davis, who were to play
in the Homecoming game, set fire
to the logs early Thursday morn
Philosophy is not for philoso
ing. Almost a third of the wood p h e r s a l o n e . A v i e w e r a t l a s t
burned before the culprits were week's game with much-favored
apprehended.
Washington State (13-12, us, of
ALL MAKES TO
CHOOSE FROM
The next day a luncheon was course) had an interesting com
Rent l« try—will »pply
held honoring 300 alumni. Dr. ment to make following the pan—if you buy'
Knoles, at this meeting, discussed demonial fracas:

Striped Cats
Meow Louder • • •

Pacific
Barber Shop

the meaning of a Homecoming
'It isn't the size of the cat in
Day, and Governor Richardson the fight that counts, but the
then presented a new college flag size of the spirit of the fight in
and flagpole to the school. Irv the cat."
ing Martin library was dedicated,
Interesting to note that San

Adding Machines & Typewriters
Rentals

3208 Pacific Ave.

\SanQouauin

Stockton

|BUSINESS MACHINii

Wuukly—Monthly—
Quarterly

114 N. California St
Phone HO 5-S881
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Tiger Fight Songs
HUNGRY TIGERS
Come on, you hungry Tigers, fight! fight! fight!
Let's have that goal, you Tigers, fight! fight! fight!
See those Tigers breaking through,
After goals, they'll get them, too;
Fighting for UOP, they're after victory.
Then hail, oh hail, the orange and the black,
See those banners gleam;
We'll shout-out their fame,
For they'll win the game;
They're a fighting Tiger team.

GETTHE OLD CHEERS RINGING
Get
For
We
The

Pacific Gridders Raffo,
Sandeman Go Western
By SHARON ALEXANDER
Bill Sandeman and Ray Raffo are the kind of guys most people
look up to. One reason is that they are six feet five inches and six
feet one inch tall respectively. Another is that they are both out
standing gridders at Pacific. That's why it surprised me so much
to see the people they talked to always looking down at them. Then
I looked down, too . . . and knew why. There's something fascinating
about a couple of ivy league college football players who wear
cowboy boots to class; and most people, upon first noticing the
unusual footwear, find themselves talking to the boots rather than
to Bill or Ray.
The boys said that ever since they were small (and they guaran
teed that they were, once) they had wanted cowboy boots. When they
went to play in the New Mexico State game this year at El Paso, they
"caught the fever" and couldn't resist. They bought the boots in Juarez, Mexico.
Both Bill and Ray say that people comment on their boots con
tinually, with digs such as "Where's your horse?" and "How're ya
doin', Tex?" However, no amount of razzing, they assured, could over
shadow the convenience of the boots. "They're comfortable and inex
pensive" the men assured, "and we can wear all our old holey socks."
"I'm wearing socks I haven't worn since high school," Ray added.
So that's the story on our dude gridders . . . they're really just
normal, practical guys from head to mid-calf.

the old cheers ringing, cut the air with singing,
the Tigers are set for the fray.
know the team is ready; they itch to play,
Tiger team will surely win today.

RIGHT now we'll show our FIGHT,
How our dear old alma mater puts her foes to shame ..
Fight and show that spirit, let the valleys hear it,
That Pacific again wins the game.
Look there quick, we've got the leather,
Come on Ti-gers, all together:
P . . . A . . . C - I - F - I - C !

PACIFIC HAIL
From o'er the rugged mountains
Standing high;
From out the broad low valleys
'Neath the sky;
Our alma mater calls,
We cannot fail,
Our voices blend in praise:
Pacific, hail! Pacific, hail!

Archania Victory Bell
Symbol Of Aging
Tiger-Spartan Rivalry
Adding to the excitement and
rivalry of the traditional Home
coming game will be the awarding
of the widely-acclaimed UOP-SJS
victory bell to the winner.
The tradition of the bell began
in 1949 when the men of Archania
donated it to the combined student
bodies of Pacific and San Jose. It
was presented at the game that
year in honor of our mighty Tigers
who were led by the long remem
bered, great Eddie LeBaron. They
considered this an appropriate
time to establish such a tradition,
and the bell has been a much
sought-after memento ever since.
The first year, Pacific won the
game 45-7 and was awarded the
bell. The second year we lost it,
however, and did not regain it un
til 1954. It had in the meantime
somehow acquired a crack. It was
not until 1956 that Archania's
pledge class bought a new one. We
have held the bell seven times to
five times that San Jose has held
it.
The bell is bright orange on one
side with a large black "P", and
white and gold on the other. It
weighs about 400 pounds and when
Pacific has it, it rests on the hearth
in Archania's Bell Room. There it
is usually safe from all harm;
however, in 1958, and again last
year, disaster occurred. Men. from
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity at
San Jose dared to enter the bell
room and steal the bell. Last year,
they went so far as to break down
the door with a railroad tie in or
der to perform the deed. Of course,
they later paid for a new door.

beat san

jose

. . make a crack — go ahead, just one, little crack —
and well stomp ya!"

Long may her flaming touch
Give out its light;
Long may her spirit guide us
In the right;
To her we pledge our hearts;
We dare not fail;
To her we raise our song:
Pacific, hail! Pacific, hail!

WHEN YOU WANT...
STATIONERY . . . plain or personalized, for all your
correspondence
PEANUTS books & PEANUTS Calendars for 1963 .. .
everybody's favorites

Openings f o r qualified students to repre
sent TIME Inc. College Bureau on cam
pus. Earn generous commissions selling
subscriptions to TIME, LIFE and SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED at special student rates;
also participate in research, special proj

A FRIEND IS SOMEONE WHO LI KES YOU ... and the
other charming Joan Anglund books
PETER PAUPER Press books .. . that make such hand
some $1 gifts
PERSONALIZED matches & napkins ... to use in your
living group or for gifts

ects, etc., at extra fees. Job lasts through

PAPERBACKS in great variety . . . over 2500 titles
arranged by subject

out school year.,To apply, send this no

BE SURE TO VISIT

tice now with name, college, address,
age, personal background, to Manager,
TIME Inc. College Bureau, Rockefeller
Center, New York 20, N. Y.
AZ
/A%W.V.VWAWVWiWAW.WAV.%W«ViWW«,iV.W

BOOKMARK
P a c i f i c

Exquisite jewelry . . .
Cultured Pearls set in a
new leaf motif. These
pieces are superbly made
with a rich, lasting overlay
of 14 Kt Gold.
See our new selection of
many distinctive designs.

the

2 1 0 3

14 KT. GOLD OVERLAY

A v e n u e

BORELLI
JEWELERS
2043 PACIFIC AVE.

HO 2-2443
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FROM MOTOR'S MOUTH

Motor Previews San Jose State;
Verdict: We'll Clobber 'Em

Another Winning Pacific Team:
UOP's Nat'l Debate Champions

Photography magazine in m
York. Pauline Davis Hanson''
presently practicing law. Sever
former students have become J
bate coaches at other coll *
across the nation, for ex
Greg Phifer at Florida ampi.,
University. Also, Dr. Carl Fun
is m the field of speech corS
tion at the University of India*

The intercollegiate debating team of the University of the
Pacific
has long been a highly respected force in college forensics
By MOTOR-MOUTH ROBINSON
circles. In the past many students have profited greatly from
For this year's team, San Jose State Coach Bob Titchenal's speech activity and the promise of the future is bright.
biggest problem was in finding a replacement for Chon Gallegos,
According to Dean of Students Edward S. Betz, Pacific debating
the nation's leading passer last year. He has two capable prospects teams began to attain national prominence in 1928 with the appoint
Dean Betz was also nation!
in Dave Bonillas and Rand Carter. Bonillas is one of 15 lettermen ment of Dwayne Orton as debate coach. It was during his term
President of Pi Kappa Delta ho
back off the team that won six of ten games last year. Carter, on that a Pacific team was first ranked as national champions. Mr.
orary forensic fraternity. '
the other hand, is a junior college AU-American, and at the present Ortoii later was president of Stockton College and is at present
time is the number one signal caller.
Paul H. Winters, the prese
editor of the International Business Machine Company's magazine
director of forensics, took over "
Last year's line was big and experienced. They spread like THINK.
1956. Under Mr. Winters, pacif=
syrup and allowed the defensive secondary plenty of time to
Dr. Roy McCall took over as4
admire the backs of enemy pass receivers. Their defense allowed forensics director in 1934. Under
Numerous Pacific orators Iiave debating team appeared on th
27 touchdowns and this year's prospects look even dimmer.
his administration several top- gone on to attain positions o f n a t i o n a l t e l e v i s i o n p r o g r a n
Coach Titchenal has two returning backs capable of going all notch speakers competed, includ great responsibility. John Baird Championship Debate. Coach Win
the way at any given moment. They are Johnny Johnson and Walt ing Edwin Farley. In later years became president of Modesto Col tors says that the essential differ
Roberts. Although light for a fullback, Johnson (180) still has Dr. McCall became president of lege while his debate colleague, ence between Pacific's team and
the speed up the middle to support Roberts' outside runs.
the College of the Desert and then Manuel Fertado is now practicing most other college teams is that
As stated earlier, the Spartan line seems to be their weakest head of the speech department of law in Oakland. Bill Biddick has here the program is open to ev
point Gone are Oscar Donahue, Leon Donahue, and Mack Burton Oregon State.
held such positions as state as eryone interested, whereas in
None will return this year.
Dean Betz became debate coach semblyman and judge of the Su many other colleges only three or
State's weakest spot on the line is right in the middle. Here in 1938 and continued Pacific's perior court. Rex Hull is a Ba- four of the top speakers are pernew players will be called in to support Rod Thomas, 248-lb. center outstanding speech record. Time kersfield lawyer.
mitted to participate in tournamerits.
These are guards Ron McBride, 205, and Walt Firstbrook, 220. On and time again debating teams
Dean Betz recently visited Rich
tackle will be Joe Gibbons, 203, and Larry Hansen, 210. In the end achieved national prominence.
ard Pederson in his office in New
slots are Dave Johnson, 185, and Chuck Elder, 205.
York. Mr. Pederson is assistant to
To fill the other halfback post will be Larry Doss 170.
Adlai Stevenson, U.S. Ambassa
The general outlook, by positions, in comparison with the 1961
beat
dor to the United Nations. Dr.
San Jose squad, would seem something like this:
Donald Duns, assistant professor
Ends—Same
of speech, was a top debater dur
Tackles—Weaker
ing his years at Pacific. Jacque
Guards—Weaker
By DIANA COLBY
line Judge, also a former Pacific
Center—Weaker
"Oh the Wells Fargo wagon speaker, is now editor of Modern
Quarterback—Weaker
is a comin' down the track,
Flankerback—Weaker
Oh don't let is pass my door."
Right Halfback—Stronger
And as the wagon from "The
Fullback—Stronger
Speed will figure strategically in the Spartans' overall team Music Man" fades slowly into the
outlook, for their backfield moves fast, with considerable maneuver setting sun, amidst dust and
ability. It will take an alert, quick-moving line to stop San Jose's cheers, a new wagon, a train, ap
speedy backs. Mobility in the Spartans' line, however, should be pears around the corner. It's filled
somewhat less dangerous.
with UOP students heading for the
Experience in State's squad will be just fair. Inexperience Pacific-Fresno State game in Fres
among their reserves, especially in the line, will <be a key factor for a no, November 17th.
possible upset.
Everybody's on the train: the
State's defense, too, should be weaker than last year, although s c h o o l b a n d , t h e y e l l l e a d e r s a n d
the ever ready Spartans lose no time in picking up stray passes song girls, Tommie and Tammie
and fumbles.
Tiger, the Alumni Quarterback
So far this year, San Jose has yet to win a ball game. They're Club, and hundreds of spirited
claiming Pacific will be their first victims. Their one tie (with Pacific students.
idaho, 12-12) was and should be, however, as close as they come
Don't let this "wagon" pass you
to victory all season. Their '62 scoreboard reads this way
by! For only $6.45 round trip you
Utah State—SJS 29-18
can board that train on the levee
Washington State—SJS 49-8
and de-board at the Fresno State
U. of California—SJS 25-8
stadium. Only direct service for
Oregon State—SJS 14-0
Pacific students! Buy your tickets
Idaho—SJS 12-12
now at the Athletic Department in
Arizona State—SJS 44-8
the gym. Also, the Rally Commit
New Mexico—SJS 28-13
tee will be vending the tickets
around the school.
Regarfng thS 3nnUal Pacific"San J°se struggle, past scores
The train will leave Saturday af
and records mean absolutely nothing, except possibly in terms of ternoon and return early Sunday
spirit State might be able to rise up to the occasion, but if it does morning "no later than 2",—Dean
the Tigers should hang their heads.
Davis with the victorious ball club
, . TI?e 7'lgers vs- the Spartans means student body vs. student on the train!
body band vs. band, rooting section vs. rooting section, cheerleaders
The train will have a snack bar,
vs. cheerleaders, and football team vs. football team. As for the a dance car, complete with a dance
pgers, they haven't forgotten that ball game of last year - 29-26. band, and all of the other necessi
mnr=nnSa f In which San Jose walked home a statistically and ties of life for a two-hour trip.
morally defeated squad, though they were the "victors" in regards
There's room for everybody plus
6
M
to score.
everybody's friends. So, buy your
This year should be the year of the Tiger for U.O.P.; for San ticket, pack your spirit, and let's
Jose, it could be a year of true "Spartan" existence.
go!

All Aboard... For
Destination Fresno

Chic Tigers Sport
'Field Goal Sneakers'

proportioned knee socks so that adorable jerseys.
they will have that willowy look SNUGGLE ON BENCH
This is a year to wrap yourself
from the stands. Their socks are
By VICKII ORTEGREN
cozy and rosy in cable knit cotton in fashion and the team can snug
gle luxuriously on the bench in
This year the Pacific Tiger foot and stretch nylon to give a perfect
their jet black eh pes made for
shape
to
all
masculine
legs.
ball team is sporting brand new
romping in any type of weather.
uniforms. They are definitely the
The Bengals will swirl through
The Pacific team will definitely
fashion-ist team on the West homecoming in a blaze of basic
be the life of the game when they
Coast. Starting with their shim black and vital orange, as the tiny
mering black helmets with orange waists of the team are accented by come onto the field in their chic
new uniforms.
frosting to their especially chosen the low torsoed silhouette of their
-—Vickii Ortegren
"field goal sneaker" in crushed
kid, with the ever popular tapered
toe.
Their pants are designed to give
us
them that long legged look with
the delicate color scheme of muted
knits, softened to a whisper and
GRani+e
highlighted by a stripe of trium
phant fall colors down the leg.
WILLOWY LOOK
6130 Pacific Avenue
The team will be glad they have

Jflclf H^n no M ic

•I

HI-FI STEREO
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1924 List Of Rules For Conduct In Stands
The following rules of conduct appeared in the 1924 Homecom
ing issue of the Pacific student paper. This was the first football
game ever played on the Stockton campus. Perhaps as we no longer
wear hats into the stands, drink from coke bottles or go to a Home
coming game alone, some of these rules are no longer applicable.
Then again, maybe it would be fun if they were.
RULES OF CONDUCT
1. Register great depression in case of Aggie score (in this case,
Spartan). Tread upon your own hat or that of the person nearest
you. Swear inwardly; ladies are present.
2. Anything in sight should be cast into the air in case of a
Tiger score. Shout with utter abandon. Pound those within reach
and make false passes at those out of reach.
3. Muzzle all hot dogs.
4. Don't look at the score board; it's probably wrong.
5. Between halves take customary seventh inning stretch. It is
also allowable to get acquainted with that little blonde down the
row (rooting section excepted).
6. Occasionally let fly at the yell leader with a pop bottle (shoes
also allowable).
7. Remember your bringing up when speaking of the referee.
8. At opportune time make hideous gruesome faces at Aggie
(Spartan) rooters.
9. Above all, remember you're a gentleman or lady as the case
may be.

Job Opportunities
For Seniors Open
During Next Week

"Gridder Of Week" Youngblood
Cites Student Football Spirit

On Friday, November 2nd, rep
The "Gridder of the Week" spotlight shines ever more brightly
resentatives of the internationally on this week's '"Gridder," Aaron "Flash" Youngblood. Aaron, a 5' 10"
known advertising corporation J. senior from Los Angeles, was responsible for much of the thrills
Walter Thompson will be on and excitement In last Saturday night's 13 to 12 victory against the
campus for the questioning o f undefeated and Rose Bowl-bound Washington State team.
physics, chemistry and engineer
The 154-pounder had one of th£*
'
ing students. The National Aero best nights of his college football
nautics and Space Administration career. He carried the ball 13
and The Langley Research Cen times for 148 yards to average
ter (Virginia) will also have rep 11.3 yards per carry. He also,
r e s e n t a t i v e s p r e s e n t . F o r m o r e caught two passes for 32 yards.
information contact the Place But the most important feature
ment Office, Room 24, North of Aaron's game was the 80 yard
Hall.
run from scrimmage to score the
Thursday, November 8th, there i Tigers' second and final touch
will be opportunities for Seniors down of the evening, and to also
and Graduates of U.O.P. to ful set a new stadium record for the
fill these three positions: flying longest run from the line o f
(pilot or navigator), administra scrimmage.
It was surprising to see the 9.8
tive, or technical jobs in the Uni
ted States Air Force. The class sprinter being matched step for
assignments and utilization field step by big John Gamble during |
will be known before actual ob this electrifying run. When
asked about last week's game,!
ligation.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: JIM TRUHER, JR.
Jim Truher, Jr. (B.S.C.E., 1957), is a Senior Engineer with
Pacific Telephone in Los Angeles. Jim and his stall of 10
are charged with planning and engineering special trans
mission services for business and military customers.
Jim earned this responsibility in less than four years
with the company (he was in the service from 1957 to
1959). His earlier assignments included doing a Blast
Proof Microwave Antenna feasibility study and supervising

A

AARON YOUNGBIJJOD

switchboard installers in downtown Los Angeles. Before
his latest promotion, Jim was chosen by his company to
attend the Bell System Data Communications Training Pro
gram in Cooperstown, N. Y.
Jim Truher, Jr., and other young engineers like him in
Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country help
bring the finest communications service in the world to the
homes and businesses of a growing America.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
""

TELEPHONE MAN-0F-THE-M0NTH

Flash commented by saying, "It
was a real team effort, especially
on the part of our line. I would
like to say that Larry (Leitch)
did a real terrific job in covering
Hugh Campbell all evening long."
Aaron's major is general edu
cation, and he would like to be a
high-school football coach in Los
Angeles after graduation. His
secret ambition or desire is t o
succeed in his future profession
as a coach.
When asked about the San
Jose State game tomorrow, Aaron
replied quietly that "State will be
real high for this game, and we
will have to do a good job in
order to beat them." Other com
ments by Aaron were, "Our stu
dent body has been helping us
tremendously this season. The
spirit they have shown has really
paid off when the going got
tough. It really helps us give
100%."

Congratulations to our "Grid
der of the Week," Aaron "Flash"
Youngblood.
beat

wan

IKS

Jose

THE
BUTTON
TAB*
A new Gent innovation that eliminates

the collar button; in Its place a
permanent button is sewn on the tab.
Result—fast, easy adjustment
with no snaps showing, like all
Gant shirts, it has elan in a
gentlemanly manner.

6.95

oxford shop
1718 pacific ave.

easy parking
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PACIFIC'S STARTING LINE-U]
v

LE RICK GORDON

Arr;-?

LT DON SIIACKLEFORD

C ROGER HIGDON

RT ROY WILLIAMS

RE BUCK DEL NERO

0i¥eM- T>CC

CLEANERS
NOVEMBER SPECIAL

SWEATERS

2520 PACIFIC AVENUE

(Former location of Miracle Drive-In)

LG BOB SCARDINA

QB JACK SPARROW

RG JOHN GAMBLE

use our

buy now — your complete winter wardrobe
revolving fashion accounts" — up to 6 months to pay

on the move

the browser
"the original
by sunset house
there's no coat fashion that
FB BILL KUTZER

RH AARON YOUNGBLOOD

will get more consistent wear
than the browser—wear it

LEAVE THE SPARTANS SMARTIN'

for warmth these foggy dayswear it as a raincoat later on'cause its water repellentcome in and see our selection
of browser coats—

^^STRAW HAT

in beige and pecan

BANJO and PIANO MUSIC

6264 Pacific Ave,

1700 pacific avenue

CLASSIC DIAMOND SET
Beautiful Simplicity
] 95 QQ
both rings
336 LINCOLN CENTER

park free

spacious, convenient—open mondays 'til 9
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UOP Takes State 13-12 Tigers Ready
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

on the Oregon State Beavers and
I Terry Baker. The Beavers quick
ly ended the Tigers' hopes o f
glory by burying them under an
avalanche of passes, 40-6.
Last week, while San Jose was
losing to New Mexico, 28-13, the
Tigers pulled off the upset of the
year by beating heavily favored|
Washington State, 13-12.
All evidence points to a GREAT
VICTORY for the Tigers over the
Spartans. However, cockiness and
overconfidence could be a favor
able factor on the side of t h e
Spartang.
The Tigers h a v e
waited a long time for this one
game and should not let t h i s
one slip away.

JUL. V

ning group we've met all year.
Youngblood and Greg Stikes and
Look for San Jose to throw at
fullback Lionel Sequeria.
least 30 times against us tomor
row night. Jerry Colletto is the TIGER RECORD
newest spark plug in the Spartan
The record reads 6 wins and
machine.
losses. Pacific opened up t h
Former Pacific end, Eddie Ko season by beating a highly spirit
tal, helped Larry Leitch prepare ed Brigham Young eleven by the
for his one-man job of the night, score of 26-7. From here the
that of guarding Hugh Campbell! Tigers ventured to Las Cruces,
Kotal, Pacific's number one pass home of Preacher Pilot and the
receiver in 1961, learned Camp New Mexico State Aggies. Fum
bell's play patterns and ran them bles and sloppy play on the part
against his former team in the o f t h e T i g e r s h e l p e d g i v e N e w
weekly practices. Eddie is cur Mexico State a 28-7 victory. Re
rently doing post-graduate work turning home to a students' wel
and in his spare time helps Bob come, the Tigers responded by
Vanderwall in coaching the Tiger beating the Santa Clara Broncos, ANALYSIS
Frosh.
28-6.
The team analysis should
Coach Rhode singled out the Gathering steam, they soundly
Pacific rooting section for their thrashed the unbeaten San Diego shape up like this:
TEAJd SPEED — Average in
support both Saturday night and M a r i n e s , 1 4 - 7 . F r o m h e r e , t h e y
T h u r s d a y a f t e r n o o n w h e n t h e v e n t u r e d i n t o L o s A n g e l e s a n d the backfield with fair mobility
team was preparing for last Sat a d d e d t h e L o s A n g e l e s S t a t e in the line.
urday night's encounter with the Diablos to their list by a tune of
RUNNING — The two key run
Cougars.
34-13. Then, in search of bigger ning positions, right and left
"They have an excellent line and better game, the Tigers took halfback, and fullback are man
ned by excellent ball carriers...
and are an all-around good foot
ball team," commented Jim Suth
Pacific's victory meant a lot Aaron Youngblood, Greg Stikes,
e r l a n d , t h e h e a d c o a c h o f t h e of other things also. In compara and Lionel Sequeria.
Cougars. I think they are as good tive scores, for instance, Pacific
PASSING — Each year sees the
as anyone we have faced," Suth defeated Washington State who Tigers blessed with an outstand
erland said.
defeated Indiana and Stanford ing passer. This year sees the
"You can't deny victory to a who defeated Michigan State and Tigers with two capable passers
Teddy Bear turns momentarily from game to make sure every
bunch who played heads-up ball U.C.L.A. who defeated Ohio in John Alsup and Jack Sparrow.
like that."
State, so-o-o-o . . .
DEFENSE—A little bit strong Tiger fan is making choice use of his larynx.
er in the line; but the deep sec
ondary is weak. The overall em
phasis is that the Tiger defense
.. . another great brand in our
is stronger than last year.
OFFENSE — With either Al
By SHARON ALEXANDER
sup or Sparrow at the controls,
the Tigers will be able to explode
Aside from the Tigers' starting lineup, Teddy Bear, a little
at any given time. The running black Borderline collie, probably gets a bigger workout than anyone
should be more effective this sea at Pacific games. He tears up and down the sideline following every
son and with the exceptional play, then mingles with the players on the bench as if to give them
p a s s i n g e l e m e n t , t h e o f f e n s e moral support before they face their opponents on the gridiron.
Teddy Bear is the Tigers' most enthusiastic rooter and most
should be every bit as strong as
in 1961.
faithful fan. He never misses a Tiger performance. Ever since he
was a pup, about nine years ago,
^^^^>v^^^^yrryvrwvvvvvvvr»vvvvyyrvvrvyv^
Teddy Bear has been attending
Pacific's games. Before the game
begins, Teddy frolics on the field
STUDENT RATES
and chases jack rabbits, but once
the game starts he says on the
Tuesday through Friday
sideline and never interferes with
the action. He leaps and yelps
for Tiger victories, but unlike the
average rooter, doesn't give up
222 Lincoln Center
when he sees his team slipping.
Teddy Bear gets along with
HAND IRONING our Specialty
most everyone: the players, the
coach, the team physician, and
especially his owner, Willie Sommers, the ,down marker. T h e
only ones he doesn't seem to be
friendly with are Pacific's oppo
nents. The last time Pacific
played Cal at Berkeley, Teddy
wore a Pacific banner on Cal's
side of the stadium. The crowd
PANTS
put up such a fuss that a police
Rojfe - Rogner - Rene
escort was called to bring Teddy
S P E C I AL
SKIIS
back to Pacific's sideline.
SKIIS
Head - A&T - Medalist
For a dog, Teddy has been
The McKenzie Sport* Shirt
Reg. 22.95
SWEATERS
around quite a bit. He is well
29.88
by
Meggi - Lasley - Handknits
traveled, having been to the in
BINDINGS Com p.
POLES
GANTof NEW HAVEN
terior of Mexico three times, and
Reg. 11.95
Head • A&T - Barrecrafter
in New York, Canada and Loui
PARKAS
siana. He is also a performer,
We believe that Gant shirts have a certain
Complete
Rene - Sportcaster •
and has presented shows to vari
well-bred look that distinguishes them from all
Bogner
Rentals & Repair
ous local clubs in Stockton. Teddy
others. The McKenzie is a case in point. . .
BOOTS
seems happiest, though, when
with its rich, articulate colorings and excep
Facilities
Kastinger - A&T
he's at a Pacific football game
tional wearing quality.
BINDLNGS
supporting his favorite team, the
From
Marker • Look - Ski Free STRETCH
Tigers. According to Willie SomAFTER SKI BOOTS
14.95
mers, "When Teddy comes to the
PANTS
A&T - Labelle • ML Blanc
football stadium, he comes to
Famous Gant Dress Shirts
from 5.95
life."
With Teddy Bear as an exam
ple, let's "come to life," too, and
give the Tigers full support at
the Homecoming game tomorrow
night.

Tffig, to

Nine-Year College Collie Trails
Tigers On To Football Victories

McGURK'S LAUNDROMAT

YOUR WINTER SPORTS
HEADQUARTERS

WaSid 7it£etii
SPORT SHOP

San Joaquin at Weber

145 E. WEBER AVE.

beat
•an
jo.e
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

UOP Girls Take 2nd
At Davis Swim Meet

Pacific Previews
SUNDAY, NOV. 4
Newman Club Meeting
KO Polio
| MONDAY, NOV. 5
Speech Correction Club 7:30
Alpha Epsilon Delta Program
Meeting 7:30
| TUESDAY, NOV. 6
Bob Harris—Junior Recital
8:15
Chapel 11:00
Newman Club Meeting 11:00
| WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7
"Y" Film "Aparajitio"
"Faculty Dames" — Box Sup
per and Theater Party
"As You Like It"—Playbox
Alpha Chi Omega exchange
D.U. 6-8
| THURSDAY, NOV. 8
Dr. Kenneth L. Brown
Convocation
"As You Like It"—Playbox

UOP's Girls Swimming Team
took second in a nine-college meet
held at Davis last weekend.
Though beaten by Davis 68-52,
Pacific put on a tremendous show
ing with every girl of the 13
member team placing in an event.

'Mission Of The Churcl
Discussion At Y Dinner
DOES THE CHURCH
HAVE A MISSION?

What is the difference betw*
the Peace Corps work and n
mission of the Church' to
"right" to try to change the r
hgion of the person who alread
has one? Questions such as tl
will form the basis for discusS
at the Joint Religious Life cl
munity meeting on Sunday n
vember 4, at the Anderson Y.

Pacific's team was led by Caro
lyn Howell and Lucy Easterbrook,
both of whom took firsts: Caro
lyn in the 50 yard breastroke and
Lucy in the 25 yard free style.
Then, joining with Sharon Bene
Reports will be given by Rett
dette and Frances Gardner, they Ruth Goode and Elmer Hall
took first in the medley relay.
campus visitation team of mk
The entire team did a fine sionaries sponsored by the N
j o b , s a i d M i s s M e y e r s , a s t h e y tional Methodist Student Mov
ment and the Methodist Board n
pulled the following results:
Missions. Foreign students froit
25 yd Free Style — Lucy East the Pacific campus will form ,
erbrook (1st); 25 yd Breaststroke panel to react to the reports 0]
Dr. Ramsay
— C a r o l y n H o w e l l ( 2 n d ) , P a m the two missionaries in the lighi
(Continued from Page 2)
Barnett (5th); 25 yd Butterfly — of their own experiences. Chap
longer had control of Cuban af F r a n c e s G a r d n e r ( 2 n d ) ; F o r m
lain Bob Stewart will act as mod
fairs. This is undoubtedly true. Swimming — Janet Mathews erator for the panel discussion.
H o w e v e r , i t i s n o t t h e w h o l e (2nd), Sharon Benedetti (3rd);
"This meeting comes on Home
truth. The main reason was that Diving — Diane Cudney (4th);
'GKAPAPENCIL.MlSSAUEN, I
"XO PICTATE AN EXAM
Cuba was rapidly becoming mere 50 yd Free Style — Jo Babb coming weekend when it may be
FOK MYMONPAY A\PRNIN6 CIK5S."
l y a R u s s i a n f o r w a r d b a s e a n d (4th); 50 yd Breastroke — Caro hard for some of you to come,"
t h a t t h i s m e a n t d a n g e r t o t h e lyn Howell (1st); 50 yd Back said Mrs. Diane Morgali, MSM
U.S. Foreign Policy
ment in the 60's: Is Anybody sovereignity of the other South
Crawl — Frances Gardner (4th). director. "Since this is the first
(Continued from Page 2)
L i s t e n i n g ? I s A n y b o d y S a y i n g American countries and there
joint meeting of the Congrega
Relays: Free Style i— Susan tional, Canterbury, Newman, and
American studies at UOP; Dr. Anything?" Dr. Gordon S. Chris fore to our own safety.
Rummel, Elaine Gertsen, Diane Wesley Organizations, and since
Alonzo Baker, professor of politi tiansen, Chairman of the Dept. of
We do not really have to worry
cal science at UOP; and Profes C h e m i s t r y , C o n n . C o l l e g e f o r about the question of co-existence Cudney, Jo Babb (2nd); Medley t h e p r i n c i p a l s p e a k e r s f o r t h e
Sharon Benedetti, Carolyn evening are representatives of the
sor Gary Bickel, Economics Dept. Women; Dr. Robert Shultz, Lob with Cuba because (1) the mili
Howell, Frances Gardner, Lucy Methodist Church, it would be
U n i v e r s i t y o f C a l i f o r n i a , w i l l by for Peace, San Francisco, and
tary threat has evidently passed
speak.
Professor Windmiller will make and (2) through being proved a Easterbrook (1st) and Evelyn appreciated if the Methodist stu
Although the conference plan up the panel.
pawn of the Soviets, Dr. Castro Smith, Pam Barnett, Jan Crum- dents on campus would make
ners realize that it is overlooking
The panel will "move from the has been discredited. He has lost mey, Lisa DeValle (4th).
every effort to support this
many pressing questions in inter issues and problems of American his most precious possession—his
event."
national affairs, it feels that it is foreign policy to the 'practical'
reputation for independent action. Debaters Leave
The meeting begins with din
important to present "a rather level; how can small groups of
To be effective and respected, the
varied view of contemporary individuals make a contribution leader of an emerging hation
(Continued from Page 1) ' ner at the Top of the Y at 6:00
Nov. 4. The dinner, which is be
problems."
by registering their opinion on must be first and foremost a free is better balanced and actually
ing planned by the Congregation
The final evening's topic will be complex issues of international
agent—free from outside influ should make a better all-round al group, will cost 50c.
a panel discussion of "Govern policy?
ence, from either the U.S.S.R. or showing.
Betty Ruth Goode, one of the
the United States.
An increase in the team's bud evening's visitors, is a deaconess
—Herb Bolz
get will allow the members to in the Methodist Church, and has
enter at least 21 tournaments in been on the staff of the Homer
NARANJADO PICTURES s e v e n s t a t e s , i n c l u d i n g n e x t Toberman Settlement House in
PLACE: PSA Office
week's Bronco Tournament i n California, and Centenary Metho
DATE: Nov. 5 - Nov. 10
Oklahoma, the Harvard Invita dist Community Center in Nash
NOW is the time to make
Nov. 12 - Nov. 16
tional at Cambridge, Nationals at ville, Tennessee. She is inter
Off Campus Students
Carbonvale,
Illinois, and (hope ested in exploring further the
your reservations!
Nov. 14 - Nov. 16
fully), West Point Finals in New possibilities of service with the
PRICE: $2.50—SENIORS $3.25 York. '
church in frontier situations in
Call
the United States and overseas.

GOING HOME FOR
CHRISTMAS?

Charles
TRAVEL SERVICE

On The Avenue
2016 PACIFIC AVE.
— Also —
125 N. HUNTER
220 W. PINE ST., LODI

AUTOSPORT SERVICE
HO 6-4991
HO 6-9096
EN 8-0623

Service and Repair on All Sports and Imports

244 West Harding Way

If you want to buy a POGO STICK
you go to a pogo stick shop.
We think the same is true of
ski clothes and equipment.
Come in and see us.

HOward 2-6534

Stockton

WELCOME ALUMNS

•f* |'V-

r

MEN'S CLOTHING

£

Manhattan

** MIN'I ClOTHIU W

East of Delta Savings

Esquire

Swank

Exter

Tex Tan

—TBI

2105 Pacific Ave.

McGregor

Lord Jeff

I
jaw; 1

145 W. ALDER

Elmer Hall, the other MSM
visitor, has recently returned
from three years as a specialterm missionary in Singapore!
where he has worked with college
students. Elmer will be reporting
on the situation in Malaya today,
the life and mission of the church
in Malaya, and the opportunities
in missionary service.

Pendleton

Jockey Shorts .... Pacific Trail

.

.

.

.

Stockton

Allen-A

Rough Rider

Jantzen

Majer Pants

Catalina

Michael Stern

A-l

USE THE FREE PARKING LOT AT OUR BACK DOOR
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